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Cultural Studies: An Introduction

CARY NELSON, PAULA A. TREICHLER, AND
LAWRENCE GROSSBERG

The field of cultural studies is experiencing, as Meaghan Morris puts it, an unprecedented
international boom. It remains to be seen how long this boom will last and what impact
it will have on intellectual life. Certainly, within the fragmented institutional config-
uration of the academic left, cultural studies holds special intellectual promise because
it explicitly attempts to cut across diverse social and political interests and address many
of the struggles within the current scene. As Lata Mani notes in her essay in this volume,
in its utopian moments cultural studies sometimes imagines "a location where the new
politics of difference—racial, sexual, cultural, transnational—can combine and be artic-
ulated in all their dazzling plurality." At the same time, it is undoubtedly cultural studies' material
and economic promise that contributes, as much as its intellectual achievement,
to its current vogue. In the United States, where the boom is especially strong, many
academic institutions—presses, journals, hiring committees, conferences, university cur-
ricula—have created significant investment opportunities in cultural studies, sometimes
in ignorance of its history, its practitioners, its relation to traditional disciplines, and its
life outside the academy.

The present book is partly occasioned by this explosion of interest in cultural
studies. It seeks to identify the dimensions of cultural studies and its varied effects, to
discuss cultural studies in relation to its intellectual history, its varying definitions, its
current affiliations and affinities and diverse objects of study, and its possible futures.
Here we introduce the field of cultural studies, describe the goals of the book, and offer
a "user's guide" to the essays it includes. The section divisions in the user's guide
themselves provide a rough map not only of the overlapping subject matter of the book
but also of the major categories of current work in cultural studies: the history of cultural
studies, gender and sexuality, nationhood and national identity, colonialism and post-
colonialism, race and ethnicity, popular culture and its audiences, science and ecology,
identity politics, pedagogy, the politics of aesthetics, cultural institutions, the politics
of disciplinarity, discourse and textuality, history, and global culture in a postmodern
age. But cultural studies can only partially and uneasily be identified by such domains
of interest, since no list can constrain the topics cultural studies may address in the future.

One way to understand cultural studies is to employ the traditional strategies by
which disciplines stake out their territories and theoretical paradigms mark their differ-
nce: by claiming a particular domain of objects, by developing a unique set of
methodological practices, and by carrying forward a founding tradition and lexicon. In
the following pages, we will suggest how domain, method, and intellectual legacy help
us further understand cultural studies. Yet none of these elements makes cultural studies
into a traditional discipline. Indeed, cultural studies is not merely interdisciplinary; it is
of providing accounts that draw on multiple methods simultaneously—meshing survey research with ethnography, for example, or information from modern marketing research with more utopian conceptions of empowered consumers. Much of this, for example in Berland’s work, explicitly examines notions of what an audience is. As she suggests, the contemporary science of audience research, in which “the topography of consumption is increasingly identified as . . . the map of the social,” can at least potentially be seen as a new form of colonialism; certainly its premises problematize the optimistic attribution of agency to consumers and also, perhaps, send a cautionary message about the tendency in cultural studies to celebrate fragmentation—for it is precisely fragmentation that audience research is increasingly able to capitalize. While the commitment of cultural studies is to take this sort of history and positioning into account, this rarely occurs without sustained interrogation or complicated effects. No intellectual practice, even the compelling images of collective effort and ongoing self-interrogation of the Centre for Contemporary Cultural Studies at Birmingham in the 1960s and 1970s, guarantees the practice of cultural studies in every context.

These introductory observations suggest that it is probably impossible to agree on any essential definition or unique narrative of cultural studies. “Cultural studies is not one thing,” Stuart Hall has written, “it has never been one thing” (1990a, p. 11). Even when cultural studies is identified with a specific national tradition like British cultural studies, it remains a diverse and often contentious enterprise, encompassing different positions and trajectories in specific contexts, addressing many questions, drawing nourishment from multiple roots, and shaping itself within different institutional contexts and locations. The passage of time, encounters with new historical events, and the ever extension of cultural studies into new disciplines and national contexts will inevitably change its meanings and uses. Cultural studies needs to remain open to unexpected, unimagined, even unimagined possibilities. No one can hope to control these developments.

Yet we believe it matters how cultural studies is defined and conceptualized. While the question of “what cultural studies really is” may have become impossible to specify for all times and places, we believe that in any given context, cultural studies cannot be just anything. Even the most open definition of cultural studies here—Tony Bennett’s “a term of convenience for a fairly dispersed array of theoretical and political positions”—is immediately qualified in a way that marks boundaries: “which, however widely divergent they might be in other respects, share a commitment to examining cultural practices from the point of view of their resistance within and outside, relations of power.” To work even within that rather broad configuration, of course, requires an analysis of those relations of power and one’s place within them. Moreover, the word “relations” opens out into cultural studies’ long history of efforts to theorize and grasp the mutual determination and interrelations of cultural forms and historical forces.

As Stuart Hall suggests in the discussion following his contribution to this collection, to arrive at such a situated definition requires a whole range of work. That work includes a “moment of self-clarification,” which, as Hall emphasizes, has yet to be undertaken by many of us attempting to do cultural studies, particularly in the United States. For while the cultural studies boom is certainly international, its economic value is largely conditioned by its academic expansion in North America; this very success demands that it be closely watched. Will its vitality be compromised by the institutional pluralism of contemporary academic life? Will its rough edges be smoothed out to ease its fit within established disciplinary boundaries? Will the institutional norms of the American academy dissolve its crucial political challenges? What range of work is required to bring about an adequate understanding of what we are doing? What is it that our collective self-clarification must entail? Constructing a vision of cultural studies that
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objects in their apartments, how they shop, what they eat. Following in a long cultural studies tradition, he argues that "the social order constrains and oppresses the people, but at the same time offers them resources to fight against those constraints." In cultural studies traditions, then, culture is understood both as a way of life—encompassing ideas, attitudes, languages, practices, institutions, and structures of power—and a whole range of cultural practices: artistic forms, texts, canons, architecture, mass-produced commodities, and so forth. Or as Hall puts it, culture means "the actual, grounded terrain of practices, representations, languages and customs of any specific historical society" as well as "the contradictory forms of 'common sense' which have taken root in and helped to shape popular life" (Hall, 1986a, p. 26).

As Johnson (1986) writes, cultural studies is both an intellectual and a political tradition. There is a kind of double articulation of culture in cultural studies, where "culture" is simultaneously the ground on which analysis proceeds, the object of study and the site of political critique and intervention. But cultural studies has not embraced all political positions. As James Carey points out, resistance to cultural studies often reflects an uneasy awareness that its traditions "lead one to commit oneself in advance to a moral evaluation of modern society ... to a revolutionary line of political action, or, at the least, a major project of social reconstruction" (1989, p. 101). Of course the evaluations that cultural studies writers have offered differ considerably. In one of the founding texts of cultural studies, The Uses of Literary (1958), Hoggart describes both contemporary popular culture and the very youth subcultures that subsequent cultural studies scholars have come to value. But it is nonetheless true that from the outset cultural studies' efforts to recover working-class culture and history and to synthesize progressive traditions in Western intellectual history have had both overt and implicit political aims.

These aims and necessities have always been situated historically. Different traditions of cultural studies, including British and American versions, have grown out of efforts to understand the processes that have shaped modern and postwar society and culture: industrialization, modernization, urbanization, the rise of mass communication, the disintegration of what Raymond Williams described as "knowable communities, the increasing commodification of cultural life, the collapse of the Western colonizing empires and the development of new forms of imperialism, the creation of a global economy and the worldwide dissemination of mass culture, the emergence of new forms of economically or ideologically motivated migration, and the re-emergence of nationalism and of racial and religious hostilities. These very general historical conditions manifest themselves differently in different national contexts, contexts that have resulted in several distinctive cultural studies traditions. Moreover, in each context these diverse forces have often produced significant social, political, and cultural disruption, displacement, and struggle. Hence a continuing preoccupation within cultural studies is with the notion of radical social and cultural transformation and how to study it. Yet in the cultural studies, and all traditions of cultural studies, its practitioners see cultural studies not simply as the chronicle of cultural change but as an intervention in it, and see themselves not simply as scholars providing an account but as politically engaged participants.

Jan Zita Grover and Henry Giroux in their essays here both cite the classroom one place where cultural studies can make a difference, but the variety of intervention aimed for in these essays eventually ranges through the culture as a whole. Angie Bram-Denners discuss the gender politics of traditional Chicano culture and offer an analysis of recent Chicana cultural interventions. Kobaena Mercer seeks to open new political alliances based on nonessentialist awareness of racial difference. Daryl Slack and Laurie Anne Whitt believe cultural studies can help us to theorize normative assumptions behind the environmental movement. Douglas Crimp presses
to recognize the effects of how people with AIDS are represented. Elspeth Probyn, talking about the fall 1990 massacre of women engineering students at the University of Montreal (where she teaches) and its impact on the feminist community, calls for greater generosity in our representations of identity and difference as well as in our everyday conduct toward each other. Meaghan Morris calls upon cultural analysts to engage more concretely with the details of contemporary world economic formations, specifically new configurations centering around the Pacific Rim. Tony Bennett argues that cultural studies needs to have an impact on public policy. Paul Gilroy urges us to loosen the hold of national identity on our cultural life and begin to think of the Atlantic community as both a fact of history and a potential field for future political activity. Corneli West gives a general talk on the political function of the intellectual at the present time. Finally, Donna Haraway attempts to lay out global principles for local politics in the postmodern age. She urges us to abandon a traditional politics of representation—which distances, objecitifies, decontextualizes, and disempowers whatever it represents—and instead adopt local struggles for strategic collective articulations, articulations that are always contingent, contestable, and impermanent. As Michele Wallace demonstrates, the process of articulating alliances is never self-evident or guaranteed.

Cultural studies thus believes that its practice does matter, that its own intellectual work is supposed to—can—make a difference. But its interventions are not guaranteed; they are not meant to stand forever. The difference it seeks to make is necessarily relevant only for particular circumstances; when cultural studies work continues to be useful over time, it is often because it has been rearticulated to new conditions. Cultural studies is never merely a theoretical practice, even when that practice incorporates notions of politics, power, and context into its analysis. Indeed, the sense that cultural studies offers a bridge between theory and material culture—and has done so throughout its tradition—is an important reason for its appeal to contemporary scholars. In a period of waning enthusiasm for “pure” and implacably ahistorical theory, cultural study demonstrates the social difference theory can make. In cultural studies, the politics of the analysis and the politics of intellectual work are inseparable. Analysis depends on intellectual work; for cultural studies, theory is a crucial part of that work. Yet intellectual work is, by itself, incomplete unless it enters back into the world of cultural and political power and struggle, unless it responds to the challenges of history. Cultural studies, then, is always partly driven by the political demands of its context and the exigencies of its institutional situation. Critical practice is not only determined by, it is responsible to, its situation. Throughout the last two decades, when theory has sometimes seemed a decontextualized scene of philosophical speculation, cultural studies has regularly theorized in response to particular social, historical, and material conditions. Its theories have attempted to connect to real social and political problems. Now that “theory” is more broadly returning to material concerns and interrogating the social effects of its own discourses, it finds its enterprise clarified and facilitated by the cultural studies challenge.

Thus many of the contributors to this volume are concerned with the role of the intellectual in affecting social change, including Rosalind Brunt, John Fiske, Henry Giroux, Stuart Hall, bell hooks, Meaghan Morris, Andrew Ross, and Corneli West. In Ross’s case, this was the primary subject of his 1989 book, No Respect: Intellectuals and Popular Culture. For many, this involves considerable self-interrogation. West, for example, calls for intellectuals to examine the academy’s own self-sustaining practices and its role in the massive shift to an information and service economy. Hall points to the AIDS epidemic as “one of the questions which urgently brings before us our marginality as critical intellectuals in making real effects in the world. ... Against the urgency of people dying in the streets, what in God’s name is the point of cultural studies? ... If you don’t feel that as one tension in the work that you are doing, theory has let you off the hook.” Yet, he continues, the question of AIDS is also “an extremely important terrain of struggle and contestation” in which the realities, now and in the future, of sexual politics, desire, and pleasure, who lives and dies, are bound up in metaphor and representation. What cultural studies must do, and has the capacity to do, is to articulate insights about “the constitutive and political nature of representation itself, about its complexities, about the effects of language, about textuality as a site of life and death.” At the same time, AIDS “revises us to the necessary modesty of theory, the necessary modesty of cultural studies as an intellectual project.”

It is notable that even in a cultural studies collection as broad and international as this one, with a number of heavily theoretical essays, there is little attempt at the sort of grand theorizing that imagines it can define the politics and semiotics of representation, gender, race, or textuality for all time. You can draw much out of these essays for use in other contexts and to answer new challenges, but not, ideally, without asking how their theoretical work needs to be rethought. Douglas Crimp’s essay on AIDS photographs can sensitize us to the effects of representation in other contexts. But since the power of his analysis grows partly out of its reflections on homophobia and its concern for the special cultural and psychic meanings of AIDS, we should properly rethink those contexts independently. Crimp argues that we should never analyze an object alone and out of context and then goes on to say that we should “formulate our activist demands, not in relation to the ‘truth’ of the image, but in relation to the conditions of its construction and to its social effects.” Crimp’s analysis is a strategic intervention; these same images could have different meanings and do different cultural work in other contexts.

Similar strategies and contextual aims inform many of the other essays as well. Laura Kipnis’s analysis of how class and gender are articulated together in the pages of Hunter—and her effort to yolicit a certain oppositional force—is more a challenge to rethink the unconscious biases within the “tendency to locate resistance, agency, and micro-political struggle just about everywhere in mass cultural reception” than it is an effort simply to expand that tendency. And it would be risky to assume that Catherine Hall’s reading of how nineteenth-century English national identity was grounded in race—“in 1833 the dominant definition of Englishness included the gratifying element of liberator of enslaved Africans”—could be easily applied to other national contexts, though her effort to understand how “English identity was constructed through the active silencing of the disruptive relations of ethnicity, of gender, and of class” gives us a model that deserves to be rethought for and articulated to other historical moments. Notably, it is partly the special character of the British experience—the alliances and tensions between different peoples of color in London, the historic specificity of the way immigration and racism have played themselves out in a British context—that have in part made possible the important advances among British cultural studies scholars in developing non-essentialist theories of race and ethnicity. The essays here by Kobena Mercer and Paul Gilroy take that work still further. These theories have been needed to account for social history in Britain and both to take advantage of and to open up new possibilities for political alliances. That work can be quite powerful in an American context, but this much larger, more dispersed, and historically distinctive country requires that we theorize different antagonisms and possibilities. Some of the difficulties and challenges involved in moving theory to new contexts are thought out in the essays on Australia by Meaghan Morris and Graeme Turner. Morris devotes part of her essay to an analysis of “the social conditions for inventing a critical practice” and Turner declares that his “paper has been about the cultural specificity of theory.”
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This kind of emphasis on contingencies is central to contemporary cultural studies, to a theory of articulation, and to models for carrying out conjunctural analysis—analysis, that is, which is embedded, descriptive, and historically and contextually specific. Only such an approach can hope to address the shifting alliances within contemporary political movements and to sort out contingent intersections of social movements from longer term “organic” change. Hall (1986a, pp. 6–7), for example, writes that Gramsci’s “most illuminating ideas and formulations are typically of this conjunctural kind. To make more general use of them, they have to be delicately disinterred from their concrete and specific historical embeddedness and transplanted to new soil with considerable care and patience.” Some of the writers in this book, indeed, argue that theoretical transplants can be quite misleading. Thus Lila Marz warms us that poststructuralist readings of hegemony can be misleading when applied to a colonial state that achieved not hegemony but dominance.

This is not to say that every theoretical advance made within the cultural studies tradition requires the same level of disentanglement from prior uses before it is put to work in a markedly different cultural context. The concept of articulation—along with its companion terms, disarticulation and rearticulation—widely and successfully used in cultural studies in the 1980s—is an example of a concept sufficiently abstract and general that it can be moved to new contexts whenever it is helpful. It provides a way of describing the continual severing, realignment, and recombination of discourses, social groups, political interests, and structures of power in a society. It provides as well a way of describing the discursive processes by which objects and identities are formed or given meaning. In its application, therefore, it is anything but abstract. On the other hand, a concept like subcultures is much more historically entangled. It arose in cultural studies work in Britain as part of the effort to describe and understand youth cultures that—at a particular moment—had sufficient experiential and social depth and style to become a way of life. It has since sometimes been applied too casually, granting subcultural status to what are essentially American leisure activities. British subcultural work remains useful in other contexts, but it cannot simply be imitated reflexively. Consider, for example, Graeme Turner’s comments here on the effect of British theorizing about popular culture and its audiences when it is transported to the United States:

The recovery of the audience, the new understandings of the strategies of resistance audiences employ, and the invocation of such strategies within definitions of popular culture, have all been important, corrective, developments within British cultural studies. Their export to the USA, however, to a context where the notion of the popular occupies a very different place within dominant cultural definitions, seems to have exacerbated an already significant expansion in the cultural optimism such explanations generate—an optimism that is ultimately about capitalism and its tolerance of resistance.

On the other hand, to do research on working-class culture or youth subcultures, to examine the role of the media in producing consensus, to reflect on issues of class and gender in relation to popular culture, to deploy bodies of theory like Marxism, feminism, poststructuralism, or psychoanalysis in cultural studies projects without knowing the work done in Britain, Australia, and elsewhere is to willingly accept real incapacitation. There is, in short, a history of real achievements that is now part of the cultural studies tradition. The term cultural studies stands for, of course, the study of culture, but it is no more synonymous with that than the term women’s studies is synonymous with the study of women. The broad rubric, involving the study of culture, has been loosely affixed to many kinds of enterprises, but it is the Centre for Contem-
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In the United States, the study of cultural studies has been a growing field in recent years. This increased interest and the growing number of academic and cultural institutions have led to a proliferation of cultural studies programs and courses. As a result, the field of cultural studies has become more prominent in academic circles and has attracted a wider audience of scholars and intellectuals.

However, the rise of cultural studies has also been accompanied by a number of challenges and controversies. Some critics argue that cultural studies has become too theoretical and removed from practical concerns, while others see it as a powerful tool for promoting social justice and political change.

The purpose of this collection is to provide an overview of the field of cultural studies and to present a range of perspectives on its significance and potential. The contributors to this volume are drawn from a variety of disciplines and backgrounds, and they explore the nature of cultural studies, its methods, and its implications for society.

By bringing together these diverse voices, this collection aims to provide a comprehensive examination of cultural studies and to encourage further discussion and debate on this important and evolving field.
participants, at some state or another, will passionately invoke on their own behalf the interests of 'Ordinary Australians.'"

Cultural studies does, to be sure, have a long history of commitment to disempowered populations. Some of its founding figures, like Williams and Hoggart, came from working-class families and indeed were among the first working-class students to gain access to the elite institutions of British higher education. Their need to make their own cultural heritage part of the culture universities study and remember helped motivate some of their early publications. Moreover, most of these people first taught in universities but in adult education programs outside the university. Cultural studies was thus forged in the face of a sense of the margins versus the center. Hall writes that Hoggart, Thompson, Williams, and himself were all, in their different ways, distant from the center of British culture:

"We thus came from a tradition entirely marginal to the centers of English academic life, and our engagement in the questions of cultural change—how to understand them, how to describe them, and how to theorize them, what their impact and consequences were to be, socially—were first reckoned within the dirty outside world. The Centre for Cultural Studies was the focus to which we retreated when that conversation in the open world could no longer be continued; it was politics by other means. Some of us—me, especially—had always planned never to return to the university, indeed never to darken its doors again. But then, one always has to make pragmatic adjustments to where real work, important work, can be done." (Hall, 1990a, p. 12)

While it is important to honor that heritage, it is pointless for United States scholars either to assume they occupy the marginalized positions or to struggle for that status, now that marginality has some currency in limited contexts. Nor can contemporary cultural studies across its varied institutional settings occupy any single position within the dominant culture. As Kobena Mercer argues in his paper, "no one has a monopoly on oppositional identity." Moreover, as we imply above, oppositional cultural analysis can have points of convergence with cultural studies without fulfilling the major imperatives of the cultural studies tradition. Indeed, it is incumbent on cultural studies scholars—as many of the contributors demonstrate here—to question both right and left scholarship from a cultural studies perspective.

"It may, in fact, be useful to discuss in some detail an area of debate where neither cultural studies' contributions nor its positions will likely be those simplified ones the right has anticipated, especially since this is an area of left intellectual life now being given national publicity. We refer, of course, to the widespread efforts to redress the sexist, racist, and elitist biases of the traditional literary canon (the debate over which Glover and Kaplan's essay suggests may be peculiar to and perhaps even emblematic of American cultural studies). Given cultural studies' heritage of recovering or analyzing working-class culture and reconstructing left cultural traditions—and given as well the prominence of race and gender theory in cultural studies since the late 1970s—the shared commitments are clearly substantial. But these mutual interests do not in themselves make every "progressive" project of cultural recovery and transformation an integral part of cultural studies itself."

Current challenges to the traditional literary canon, for example, sometimes propose redefining or eliminating the traditional line between elite and popular culture. Yet such proposals are not consistent with cultural studies unless they interrogate the cultural practices—within both academic and everyday life—that create, sustain, or suppress contestations over inclusion and exclusion. Certainly such contestations pervade many of our routine activities, often with limited theoretical reflection. At times such challenges may be used just as unreflectively—though perhaps to an end with which cultural studies scholars would feel sympathy—to unseat traditional works of the already legitimated canon. This, too, bears watching and reflection.

At a conference in 1990 on radical pedagogical practices, one speaker described his practice of using Milton's poem "Lycidas" to teach deconstruction and other theoretical reading strategies; another described using the Bible to explore a range of contemporary preoccupations in the classroom, including sexuality, gender, race, violence against women, incest, homosexuality, and so on. Both were vigorously attacked by some members of the audience who claimed that they were, in so many words, bludgeoning their students with instruments of patriarchal oppression and that, in the case of "Lycidas" at any rate, women students were quite possibly being irreversibly damaged.

Cultural studies, we need note, has addressed these kind of unreflective arguments before, and has shown that a text's effects need to be established contextually. On the politics of the Bible one might, for example, read Stuart Hall's (1985b) work on Jamaica. As Anna Szemere shows here in her analysis of the contest over the Hungarian "uprising" of 1956, the meaning of texts, discourses, and political events is a continuing site of struggle.

But there are other appropriate contextual questions as well: Who decides? Who has power to decide? Are the views of the students important? What is the evidence for "damage"? Is any particular cultural product so powerful that it must be suppressed? Ultimately, we would argue, it is not only the content of the selection that must be examined—who ends up in the canon—the syllabus—the conference—the book—theory. It is also the constitution and consequences of selection, by progressive as well as by conservative forces. And it is also the determinants that put the ideological indeterminacy of texts to work in particular ways. Cultural studies does not require us to repudiate elite cultural forms—or simply to acknowledge, with Bourdieu (1984), that distinctions between elite and popular cultural forms are themselves the products of relations of power. Rather, cultural studies requires us to identify the operation of specific practices, of how they continuously reinscribe the line between legitimate and popular culture, and of what they accomplish in specific contexts. At the same time, cultural studies must constantly interrogate its own connection to contemporary relations of power, its own stakes.

Every act of cultural struggle is thus not necessarily consistent with the politics of cultural studies, though cultural studies would agree with feminists, people of color, and those on the left that the canon presents a selective tradition that is deeply implicated in existing relations of power. Moreover, such projects can enrich cultural studies, make alliances with cultural studies, and themselves become cultural studies projects. Again, it is not selection alone that must be examined but rather its effects and the practices that constitute the selection—practices which implicate us, too, as intellectuals. What are the cultural conditions under which "Lycidas" can be called "damaging" and removed from the syllabus? At the very least, surely diverse resources should be available to any generation as it moves through history. And after a decade in which thousands of young men have died prematurely in the course of the AIDS epidemic and thousands of others have mourned them, "Lycidas" is quite probably a resource as rich and useful as many that could be named. We wrote earlier that the future of cultural studies cannot be wholly constrained by its own heritage of cultural investments. As Donna Haraway's essay suggests, cultural studies may yet need to consider objects of study we have not imagined. We may now add that cultural studies cannot be used to denigrate a whole class of cultural objects, though it can certainly indict the uses to which those objects have been put.
Finally, it is not only our acts of selection and recovery but also the cultural positioning of the objects and practices recovered that need scrutiny. It may be useful in this context to recall another lesson from Williams’s early formulations of the project of cultural studies: his refusal to define culture in isolation from the rest of social life, a refusal that further distinguishes cultural studies from other enterprises and animates its central theoretical concepts, including articulation, conjuncture, hegemony, ideology, identity, and representation. Continually engaging with the political, economic, erotic, social, and ideological, cultural studies entails the study of all the relations between all the elements in a whole way of life. This is at once an impossible project and the necessary context of any objects or traditions rescued, to echo Thompson, from the enormous condensation of posterity. A recovery project that imagines the objects it recovers to exist as fully self-contained and independent entities, knowable apart from their own time and the time of their recovery, is, properly speaking, not part of cultural studies (Nelson, 1989). Academic disciplines often decontextualize both their methods and their objects of study; cultural studies properly conceives both relationally.

Somewhat different issues inform another visible tradition allied with cultural studies in the U.S.—the new ethnography, rooted primarily in anthropological theory and practice. Although the new ethnography does not, by itself, necessarily define an alternative tradition of cultural studies, it joins another body of work by feminist, black, and postcolonial theorists concerned with identity, history, and social relations. The tension between these traditions opens up new possibilities, not merely for a reformed practice of ethnography and anthropology, but for a cultural studies practice which can no longer be comfortably located within the discipline of anthropology, though Clifford points out that anthropologists “are in a much better position, now, to contribute to a genuinely comparative, and non-teleological, cultural studies.” For the new work in feminism, racism, and postcolonialism has, after all, critiqued the normalization and ex-oticizing construction of culture and otherness constitutive of traditional anthropology. In the present volume, the essays by Bhabha, Clifford, Haraway, and Martin give some sense of what a postdisciplinary anthropology might look like. At the same time, these alliances and collective challenges generate their own tensions. Some feminist anthropologists (including Martin) have noted how ironic it is that “the new ethnography” calls traditional representation into question at precisely the historical moment that that representation is taking place by, of, and on behalf of women and other subordinated groups more than ever before. At the moment that women’s voices enter the anthropological literature as agents, in other words, “voices” are labeled inauthentic, contaminated, and imperialist—and once again what comes to be most privileged in the scholarly literature are predominantly the voices of white male anthropologists speaking to each other.

This sensitivity to the politics of ethnography affects other cultural studies projects as well. Rosalind Brunt, taking issue with work in cultural studies that treats audiences as “imagined communities,” suggests the time has come to bring research on constructed audiences and real audiences together. She observes that some of the most interesting work has been done by feminist researchers involved with communities of women who often form extraordinary audiences and who want to discuss and reflect on their particular cultural speciality (e.g., Constance Penley’s work with Star Trek fanzine communities of women). They thus do not fit the conventional notion of “research subjects,” and indeed, Brunt suggests, might better be described—together with the researchers, fan, fanatics, experts, critics, writers, and other interested participants—as part of “a community of heightened consciousness” (the term is from Jacqueline Bobo). One can step back and note more generally that “the linguistic turn” in the humanities that Catherine Hall, among others, addresses in this volume, need not inevitably lead away from the observation of experience; yet it has raised the value of linguistically dense, self-reflexive, and speculative work—often at the expense of other kinds of scholarship. The effect may not always be to empower women and others in an academic community newly diverse in its identities and cultural commitments: where they are concerned the effect may rather be that, as Sanchez-TRANQUILINO and Tagg write in the context of the pactico, “There ceases to be an occupiable space in which to celebrate their arrival.”

The productive tension surrounding models of culture and modernity defines the specific practice of cultural studies, shapes the constantly transformed relations of history, experience, and culture, and provides a space which makes judgment and even intervention possible. This tension informs all traditions of cultural studies: the British and its recalculation in other national contexts; the American pragmatic and anthropological traditions; work in America and elsewhere in media criticism, education, history, feminism, African-American studies. Latino studies, studies of indigenous and aboriginal cultures. And the tension itself is constantly being interrogated and challenged. As cultural studies confronts a changing historical world, new intellectual positions and knowledge, emergent political struggles, and its own institutional conditions, it must always contest its own sedimented practices by finding new ways to articulate its role. It must continue to spell out the relations between the theoretical and the empirical, and to recast the identity in terms of specific material contexts. Even notions of context must be constructed contextually: as Meaghan Morris points out in the discussion following Steedman’s paper in this collection, even history must be defined within the specificity of the place from which one speaks. If a crucial goal of cultural studies is, as Angela McRobbie says here, to understand social transformation and cultural change, it is a goal we need to approach with care and humility. We believe that the essays in this book represent a significant contribution.

NOTES


2. Of course interdisciplinarity is often neither total nor intellectually homogeneous—it is not hard to cite theoretical works, problems, and positions from outside one’s own field. Nor to make brief intellectual excursions into other domains, to cull good quotes or encapsulate the requisite background on history, economics, gender, or whatever. Cultural studies, however, involves taking other projects and questions seriously enough to do the work—theoretical and analytical—required to understand and position specific cultural practices. True interdisciplinarity thus poses difficult questions: what and how much must be learned from other fields to enable us sufficiently to contextualize our object of study for a given project.

3. We might plausibly place the emergence of the “culture and society tradition” at the intersection of modernization, modernity (as a structure of experience and identity), and modernism, each in its broadest sense. Modernization, then, can be understood not only as changing modes and relations of production but as a broad range of additional interrelated historical forces as well, including economic relations of production, distribution, and consumption (e.g., development of new commodity markets, expansion of cultural consumption), technology, cul-
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lonialism and imperialism, migration (whether necessitated by force, economic conditions, or ideology, the diaspora is now a dominant figure of contemporary experience), urbanization, democratization, and the rearticulation of normative systems based on race, class, nationality, sex, and sexuality. Modernity refers to the changing structures and lived realities that modernization responded to and in turn restructured and ritualized structures of experience, subjectivity, and identity. And modernism, finally, refers to the cultural forms, practices, and relations—elite and popular, commercial and folk—through which people attempted to make sense of, represent, judge, reform, contest, intervene in, navigate, or escape the worlds of modernization and modernity. Modernism extends far beyond the domain of academically valorized culture which, like modernity itself, was shaped by new forms of leisure and emergent cultural practices disparagingly called ‘mass culture.’ Modernism can rather be represented as the whole complex of responses to the changing historical landscape of the modern.

We can use this redefined terrain to understand how diverse traditions have laid claim to, or contributed to, the shape and work of cultural studies. And it may also help us understand the peculiar relationship that exists between cultural studies and communications: why for example it was largely in the field of communications that cultural studies initially found a home in the United States. For communication, too, has been marked by the ambivalences of the mass society debates of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries and the mass culture debates that took place in America, largely in defense of American society, after World War II—and marked, too, by the major communicative technologies of the war—the two debates produced the paradigm vision of the mass media embodied in so-called propaganda research, and the more ambiguous and sympathetic perspectives of subsequent studies.

Different intellectual and political traditions can be seen as responding to a perceived crisis and coding it in terms of a vision of the modern or of the mass; as a structure and crisis of relations of production (Marx), or of social norms (Durkheim), or of subjective consciousness (Husserl), or of technological-bureaucratic rationalization (Weber, Frankfurt School), or of the education (Lukács) or of a technological mode of life (Heidegger), or of social relations (Dewey), or as a totalizing structure of domination and power which acts upon the masses as the new subject of history (totalitarianism in Aden, fascism in Benjamin). In each case, the modern implied an alienation from some—imagination past (or future) which was, in fact, the projection of a position and measure of judgment. This temporal displacement, projected as a standard, is what Williams calls culture, and in the various meanings Williams identified, we can locate the values that matter, that are in a variety of ways, held up against the modern: the tending of nature, the organic community, the tending of the proper social standards of behavior, the imaginative creativity of the romantic (individual or artist), the body of intellectual and imaginative work privileged as the embodiment of the best that has been thought and said, or, as Williams himself eventually argues, “the long revolution” (democracy, literacy, and socialism) of a whole way of life.

But not all these visions of the modern have equally informed cultural studies, although all have at some point been taken up and brought into its specific articulations. Some have provided an essential component for a particular tradition of cultural studies; while others provided key arguments that are more specifically relevant. Many have been taken up and bent to the specific strategic demands of cultural studies at a particular moment. Others have forced themselves upon cultural studies, interrupting its illusions of its own progress. Still others emerged in the context of postwar society, the context in which the project of cultural studies itself was formulated, as critics attempted to make sense of the increasingly rapid reconstruction of the modern. These considerations have continued into the debates around the various “posts”—post-Marxism, poststructuralism, postcolonialism, postfeminism, and, of course, postmodernism.

Cultural studies is formed at the intersection of these various visions of the modern. For example, Dewey’s sense of the modern as a threat to community was transformed but also potentially remedied by the new forms of social communication. American cultural studies, often inflected toward sociology and anthropology, and readily visible in the work of people like James Carey, in many respects parallels Williams’s image of the community of process in which forms of communications embody structures of social relationships and from which the modern can itself be judged.

Cultural Studies: A User’s Guide to This Book

As we have worked through the essays in the book, it has become increasingly clear that no conventional table of contents could represent their multiple investments and interventions and the many alternative ways they could be grouped together. We solved that problem with an earlier collection (Nelson and Grossberg, 1989) by adopting fairly abstract division headings that cut across some of the established categories of theoretical work. With cultural studies, however, that option proves rather unhelpful. The mix of theoretical and material investments needs to be registered in its specificity. Moreover, the necessarily relational character of cultural studies—its concern with how different discourses and social and cultural domains are articulated together, how they can both restrict and stimulate one another—inherently means that cultural studies projects often contribute to more than one area of research and debate. Thus we decided to print the essays in alphabetical order (according to their author’s last name) and provide a user’s guide that we hope will allow us to place essays in multiple categories as appropriate.

A combination with our commentary this should help people to see relationships between the essays more clearly and help them as well to use the book effectively to pursue their own interests. We are confident that the user’s guide groups essays together in ways that make for productive comparisons and contrasts.

Beginning with one or two of the categories that match your current interests is one workable way to read the book. Some topics, however, are so pervasive that the only way to get at them is to read the book and make your own map of its contents. The two most obvious examples of this are the sense of representation—which is probably the theoretical category mentioned most often—and the concern with the current and future status of cultural studies, which recurs throughout the essays and the discussion sections. Merely tracking your own disciplinary and theoretical interests through the topics suggested in the user’s guide will not take you to all the places where representation is analyzed and theorized nor to all the polemical interventions in the field as a whole. Thus someone who decides not to read, say, the David Glover and Cora Kaplan essay because they aren’t interested in crime fiction will miss their long concluding section on cultural studies and its potential in English departments.

Our user’s guide includes an essay in a category when we feel it is one of the essay’s major points of focus, but the dividing line between major and minor is far from precise. Thus the series of essays listed under “gender,” already relatively long, would be still longer if we noted every essay that explicitly or implicitly takes up gender issues. The section on nationhood and national identity will not tell you, for example, that the relation between race and national identity is also an issue in the essays by Kobena Mercer and Cornel West. The section on pedagogy will not alert you to West’s brief but useful passage on teaching as cultural activism. Neither a table of contents nor anything less than a book-length introduction, moreover, could track all the important points of correspondence and difference in the book. In reading the book, you may note that Paul Gilroy calls for an analysis of how Britain’s colonial role in Jamaica contributed to Britain’s sense of national identity. Catherine Hall’s analysis of the mutual articulation of race, class, and gender in Jamaica substantially answers Gilroy’s call. Conversely, nothing short of a full reading of the book will allow a reader the chance to test all of the book’s claims and counter-claims against another one. Lata Mani, for example, critiques the tendency to take the concept of the subaltern out of the specific context of Indian historiography and use it as a general figure for all oppressed peoples. John Fiske, Kobena Mercer, and others, however, deliberately use it in just that way. It is also worth noting that cultural studies titles often cannot really signal all the kinds of objects
and issues addressed in an essay. One would not know from their titles, therefore, that Lidia Curti’s essay includes detailed analysis of several television series, that Constance Penley analyzes the slash fandom that has grown up around the Star Trek series, that Meaghan Morris uses two poems to ground her analysis of Australian culture, that Angie Chabram-Dernersesian analyzes several recent paintings, that not only William Warner but also Michele Wallace comment on the Rambo films, or that Angela McRobbie ends her essay with an analysis of a recent film. For all these reasons is impossible to know in advance which essays will prove most relevant to your own work.

Finally, the user’s guide can be a first step toward recognizing the theoretical and political commitments that underlie the important interrelations between these major areas of cultural studies research. If one takes, for example, the sections on gender, nationhood, postcolonialism, race, and identity politics, and then if one tracks the connections signaled by the essays that appear in no more than one of these sections, certain shared interests become apparent. A conjunction of historical changes—the collapse of the colonial empires, the effects in Britain of the modern diaspora of peoples of color, the fragmentation of gender identities and the complexities of identity politics in the postmodern world—have led cultural studies writers to combine Gramscian politics with poststructuralist notions of subjectivity in a search at once for ways of explaining and intervening in the contemporary world. Across inquiries into gender, race, and national identity, then, cultural studies shows how the so-called “self” that underpins ideological formations is not a unified but a contradictory subject and a social construction.

Identities, too, then, are relational and contextual. An ongoing effect of cultural studies research has been to destabilize and de-essentialize standard categories of identity—race, class, nationality, gender, sexuality, ethnicity. But such a deconstructive effect is not an end in itself for cultural studies, for its goal is not to arrive at fractures, fragments, and differences which can themselves in turn be fetishized. Cultural studies undertakes the much more difficult project of holding identities in the foreground, acknowledging their necessity and potency, examining their articulation and rearticulation, and seeking a better understanding of their function. For some, identities would be seen as fundamentally harmonious and unitary, threatened only by large-scale social schisms; for others, identities entail continuous antagonism at every site of difference. For some, identities are the inevitable product of history; for others, the illusory product of history, or even individual psychic history; for still others, the site of real struggles, real attempts to forge historical unity out of pervasive fragmentation and difference. But none of these perspectives, if located within cultural studies, would take any given identity for granted. Cultural studies proposes neither a “mantra of subordination,” in Kobena Mercer’s phrase, nor a politics of an ever-expanding list of subordinate positions based on such identities as class, race, sex, etc. Instead it looks for the relations that exist among these positions in specific contexts, and the ways these positions are themselves produced by context.
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